This three-day in-person workshop will expose NASP students to a range of frontier methodological approaches, including experimental and quasi-experimental approaches, qualitative and mixed-methods, and survey data research.

Drawing on their own research, scholars will focus on how to go from research questions and hypotheses to selecting, and discarding, methodologies. These methodological choices will be explained in reference to a wide range of topics central to social and political sciences, such as conflict, intergroup relations, crime, political polarization, and education.

NASP students are invited to present their own doctoral work and receive comments from attending scholars and students. Student presentations will last approximately 20 minutes with 25 minutes open discussion.

The NASP-CCA workshop is jointly organised by the Collegio Carlo Alberto and the PhD programs in Economic Sociology and Labour Studies (ESLS) and Political Studies (POLS) at the University of Milan.

For information:
licia.papavero@unimi.it
Wednesday, June 28

14:00-14:15  Introduction
Diego Gambetta  Collegio Carlo Alberto

14:15-14:45  Family Migration and Women’s Occupational Attainment Over the Life Course. An Empirical Analysis of the Tied Migration Argument in Interregional Internal Migration in Europe
Antonina Zhelenkova  ESLS 36

15:00-15:30  Social Mechanisms of Disinformation Perception. A Survey Experiment on the Role of Social Norms and Anti-Elitism
Fabio Torreggiani  ESLS 36

15:45-16:15  COFFEE BREAK

16:15-16:45  Welfare Benefits and Refugee Crime
Daniel Auer  Collegio Carlo Alberto

17:15-18:30  POSTER SESSION & APERITIF

Thursday, June 29

10:00-11:00  Mating Market Competition Reduces Support for Ukrainian Refugees Among Polish Women
Krzysztof Krakowski  Collegio Carlo Alberto

11:00-11:30  COFFEE BREAK

11:30-12:00  Internet Memes: Fast-food Media or Informative Appetizers?
Pietro Saccomanno  ESLS 36

13:00-14:30  LUNCH BREAK

14:30-15:00  Doing Field Experiments in Schools: Insights from an RCT on Online Hate Speech
Camilla Borgna  University of Turin & Collegio Carlo Alberto

15:30-18:00  Kinship and Conflicts Between Mercenary Families and Regional States from the 15th to the 16th Century in Italy. A Multiplex Network Study
Margherita Criveller  ESLS 37

16:00-18.00  Automated Decision Making and the Welfare State: How ADM Affects Institutional Trust
Ginevra Prelle  ESLS 38

19.00-20.00  WORKSHOP DINNER

Friday, June 30

10:00-11:00  The Diffusion of Double Surnames and the Role of Social Norms
Renzo Carriero  University of Turin & Collegio Carlo Alberto

11:00-11:30  COFFEE BREAK

11:30-12:00  Does Information Reduce Interpersonal Violence? Evidence from Prisons
Aron Szekely  Collegio Carlo Alberto

12:30-13:00  Closing remarks

All presentations take place in Classroom 2
The Introduction and Closing remarks take place in the Auditorium
Coffee breaks, lunches, aperitif and poster presentations take place in the Common room